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A Word From The Writing Center (January 2018)

NEW YEAR, NEW PUBLISHING GOALS
If your New Year’s resolutions include writing and publishing more, the Writing Center is here to help Jefferson researchers succeed. The Writing Center can provide you with support at any stage of the writing process, and particularly when you find yourself losing momentum. Our main goal is to help you write better and achieve your publishing goals.

GRAMMAR TIME
Looking to up your grammar game? Have questions about hyphens and semicolons? You will appreciate the “Comma Queen” series of short videos by New Yorker copy editor, Mary Norris, which uses stories from the magazine to illuminate each lesson. Find them here: https://video.newyorker.com/series/comma-queen.

WRITING CAFÉ
Writing Café is open Fridays from 9am-11am. Writing Café is a quiet space where writers can gather to work on individual writing projects. It is located in room 200A of Scott Library. Drop in anytime and stay as long as you like. All you need to bring is your laptop (or just a pad of paper).

For more information:
- Contact Jen Wilson, 3-0441 or jennifer.wilson@jefferson.edu.
- Visit the Writing Center on the web: http://www.jefferson.edu/university/teaching-learning/writing-center.html